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We study the peculiar velocities of density peaks in the presence of primordial non-Gaussianity. Rare,
high-density peaks in the initial density field can be identified with tracers such as galaxies and clusters in
the evolved matter distribution. The distribution of relative velocities of peaks is derived in the large-scale
limit using two different approaches based on a local biasing scheme. Both approaches agree, and show
that halos still stream with the dark matter locally as well as statistically, i.e. they do not acquire a velocity
bias. Nonetheless, even a moderate degree of (not necessarily local) non-Gaussianity induces a significant
skewness ( 0:1–0:2) in the relative velocity distribution, making it a potentially interesting probe of non-
Gaussianity on intermediate to large scales. We also study two-point correlations in redshift space. The
well-known Kaiser formula is still a good approximation on large scales, if the Gaussian halo bias is
replaced with its (scale-dependent) non-Gaussian generalization. However, there are additional terms not
encompassed by this simple formula which become relevant on smaller scales (k * 0:01h=Mpc).
Depending on the allowed level of non-Gaussianity, these could be of relevance for future large
spectroscopic surveys.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Observations of the large-scale structure in the Universe
that use galaxies, clusters, or other tracers of the density
field are done in redshift space: the distance is generally
inferred using the redshift z, which receives a contribution
from the line-of-sight velocity of the object. These veloc-
ities are due to the gravitational field which is correlated
with the density field itself. On large scales where linear
perturbation theory in the density field applies, the leading
contribution is the squashing (or stretching, in case of an
underdensity) of a volume element in redshift space rela-
tive to real space. In this limit, there is a simple relation
between the real- and redshift-space power spectra, Pg and
Pg;s, respectively, of a tracer ‘‘g’’ [1,2]:
Pg;sðk;Þ ¼

1þ f
b1
2

2
PgðkÞ; (1)
where  is the cosine of the k vector with the line of sight,
f ¼ d lnD=d lna is the logarithmic derivative of the linear
growth factor, and b1 is the linear bias of the tracer popu-
lation. Apart from the large-scale, small-correlation limit,
the relation Eq. (1) makes two assumptions: first, that the
tracer population is characterized by a deterministic, local,
and, on large scales, linear bias. In particular, if the tracer
density gðxÞ is a local function FððxÞÞ of the matter
density perturbation , we can expand in ðxÞ to obtain [3]
gðxÞ ¼ b1ðxÞ þ b22 
2ðxÞ þ . . . ; (2)
where the bias parameters are either to be seen as free
empirical parameters, or can be determined using various
theoretical approaches. Local biasing is also derivable
from the conjecture that dark matter halos form in high-
density regions (peaks) in the initial density field. This
assumption holds well in the high-peak/massive halo re-
gime, which we assume throughout. Hence, in the follow-
ing we will somewhat loosely use ‘‘peaks’’ and ‘‘halos’’
interchangeably.
The second assumption used for Eq. (1) is that the
cosmological density field is Gaussian on large scales.
While we will retain the local biasing scheme, we are
interested in relaxing the second assumption of
Gaussianity. Recently, there has been renewed interest in
probing the Gaussianity of the primordial seed perturba-
tions via large-scale structure (see [4] for a review). The
simplest way of obtaining a non-Gaussian field is by add-
ing a local nonlinearity:
ðxÞ ¼ GðxÞ þ fNLð2GðxÞ  h2GiÞ; (3)
where G is a Gaussian random field, and  is the result-
ing non-Gaussian field. Of course, one can add higher
powers to the series Eq. (3), though the quadratic term
usually has the largest impact. Following standard conven-
tion, we let  stand for the primordial potential, related to
the density field through the transfer function and Poisson
equation (see Appendix A).
As shown by [5] and confirmed by [6,7], in the presence
of non-Gaussian initial conditions of the local type, halos
acquire a scale-dependent correction to their bias which
becomes important on large scales:
b1 ! b1 þ 2fNLðb1  1ÞcMðkÞ; (4)
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where MðkÞ / k2 is the relation between density and
potential in Fourier space (see Appendix A).
Besides the local model, several other possible bispec-
trum configurations have been proposed in the literature,
such as the equilateral (e.g., [8]) and folded types (e.g.,
[9]). We summarize these types of non-Gaussianity and the
relation between the potential and matter perturbations in
Appendix A.
Given the significant impact of (local) non-Gaussianity
on the power spectrum of biased tracers, it is then natural to
ask what happens to the power spectrum in redshift space,
and whether Eq. (1) still holds. Furthermore, the distribu-
tion of relative velocities between tracers at x1 and x2,
u ¼ uðx2Þ  uðx1Þ (5)
is itself an interesting probe of non-Gaussianity [10].
In this paper, we assume subhorizon scales throughout,
and adopt the Newtonian gauge; further, we work in
Lagrangian coordinates. At first order, the transition to
Eulerian coordinates (which all observations as well as
simulation measurements are made in) simply amounts to
replacing the Lagrangian bias parameters with their
Eulerian counterparts, in the case of the linear bias simply
bE;1 ¼ bL;1 þ 1.
While we will focus on the local type of primordial non-
Gaussianity for the most part, the expressions obtained can
easily be evaluated for any given primordial bispectrum,
and we will show selected results for other bispectrum
shapes.
The paper is structured as follows: Section II introduces
density and velocity correlations, and some notation.
Section III contains two different derivations of the mo-
ments of the relative peak velocity distribution. We discuss
the distribution of peak velocities in Sec. IV. Finally,
Sec. V presents the power spectrum of peaks (halos) in
redshift space. We conclude in Sec. VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES: DENSITYAND VELOCITY
FIELDS
We consider the linear overdensity and velocity fields of
matter ðxÞ, vðxÞ as random fields, related by the (linear)
continuity equation,
_þ rv ¼ 0: (6)
Since for the linear density field _ ¼ aHf, we can define
a scaled velocity u which satisfies
u  v
aHf
) ru ¼ : (7)
In the following, we will always deal with smoothed
density and velocity fields which are indicated by a sub-
script R:
RðxÞ ¼
Z
d3yWRðjx yjÞðxÞ; (8)
u RðxÞ ¼
Z
d3yWRðjx yjÞuðxÞ; (9)
where WR is a normalized window function. Specifically,
we use a real-space tophat filter for WR, though the shape
of the window function has negligible impact on our re-
sults. Following the standard convention, we choose the
smoothing scale R corresponding to a halo of massM to be
determined by R ¼ ð3M=4 Þ1=3, where  is the back-
ground matter density.
Below, we will need two-point correlations of the den-
sity, velocity, and the cross correlation between the two.
Using the smoothed matter power spectrum,
PRðkÞ ¼ ~W2RðkÞPðkÞ (10)
wherePðkÞ is the unsmoothed power spectrum and ~W is the
Fourier transform of the window function, the two-point
correlations are given by
R ¼ R ðrÞ  hRðx1ÞRðx2Þi
¼ 1
22
Z
dkk2PRðkÞj0ðkrÞ; (11)
uR ðrÞ  hRðx1Þr^  uRðx2Þi ¼ 
1
22
Z
dkkPRðkÞj1ðkrÞ;
(12)
uuR ðrÞ 
1
3
huRðx1Þ  uRðx2Þi ¼ 1
62
Z
dkPRðkÞj0ðkrÞ:
(13)
Here, r ¼ jx2  x1j and r^ ¼ ðx2  x1Þ=r, and the jn de-
note spherical Bessel functions. uR ðrÞ is the cross-
correlation function between the density at point x1 and
the matter velocity at point r2 projected along the separa-
tion vector. It is negative, since in the presence of an
overdensity Rðx1Þ> 0 the streaming motion will be di-
rected towards point x1. Finally, we define the variance of
the smoothed density field R and the one-dimensional
smoothed velocity dispersion u:
2R  R ð0Þ; 2u  uuR ð0Þ: (14)
We will also need expressions for various three-point
correlators of the velocity (projected on r) and density.
The density three-point function is given in terms of the
smoothed matter bispectrum BR, which is defined in
Appendix A, by
R ðx1;x2;x3Þ ¼
Z d3k1
ð2Þ3
Z d3k2
ð2Þ3 e
i½k1ðx1x3Þþk2ðx2x3Þ
 BRðk1;k2;k1  k2Þ: (15)
Since we are interested in two-point peak correlations, we
will always encounter degenerate triangles with x3 ¼ x2.
If instead two other vertices coincide, we can always
relabel the indices to bring the correlation into this form.
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We define the general, mixed density/velocity degenerate
three-point correlation as
lmnR ðrÞ ¼ hXðlÞðx1ÞXðmÞðx1ÞXðnÞðx2Þi; (16)
XðlÞðxÞ ¼

RðxÞ; l ¼ 0
r^  uRðxÞ; l ¼ 1; (17)
where r ¼ x2  x1. Using that in Fourier space, ~uR  r^ ¼
k^  r^=ðikÞ~R, and noting our definition of r, we can write
these correlations as
lmnR ðrÞ ¼
Z d3k
ð2Þ3 e
ikr

k^  r^
ik

n Z d3k2
ð2Þ3

k^2  r^
ik2

m

ðkþ k2Þ  r^
ijkþ k2j2

l
BRðkþ k2;k2;kÞ: (18)
The corresponding Fourier-space quantity can be defined
by
lmnR ðrÞ ¼
Z d3k
ð2Þ3 e
ikrilþmþnP lmnðkÞ;
P lmnðkÞ ¼

1
k

n Z d3k2
ð2Þ3
kz  k2z
jkþ k2j2

l

k2z
k22

m
 BRðkþ k2;k2;kÞ;
(19)
where here and throughout we use the small-angle (flat
sky) approximation, and let the r vector be along the z axis.
Further, we have taken out powers of i in order to make
P lmn real.
For the numerical results, we adopt a flat CDM cos-
mology, with m ¼ 1 ¼ 0:28, b ¼ 0:046, 8 ¼
0:8, and ns ¼ 0:958. The Gaussian Lagrangian bias of
halos is calculated as bL ¼ c=2R, where c ¼ 1:686 is
the linear collapse threshold. Note that our expressions are
more general in the sense that they can be used with any
local bias parameters (see Sec. III A).
III. VELOCITIES OF DENSITY PEAKS
In this section we derive the moments of the distribution
of velocities of density peaks in two different ways, both
based on the local bias model of Eq. (2) (i.e., local in terms
of the non-Gaussian density field ). We are interested in
the relative velocity of two peaks projected on the separa-
tion vector,
u  ½uðx2Þ  uðx1Þ  r^: (20)
This is the relevant quantity to compare with observations
of large-scale velocities, in particular, redshift-space dis-
tortions (see Sec. V). Homogeneity and isotropy dictate
that the statistical properties of u such as its moments
only depend on r ¼ jx2  x1j.
In order to obtain the moments of the peak velocity
distribution, we have to weight each location in the volume
average by its peak density. In other words, the average
relative velocity of peaks is given by
huipk ¼
hnpkðx1Þnpkðx2Þui
hnpkðx1Þnpkðx2Þi
¼ 1
1þ pkðrÞ hð1þ pkðx1Þð1þ pkðx2Þui; (21)
and similarly for higher moments of the relative velocity.
Here, pk is the correlation function of peaks. Since we are
only dealing with the lowest order in perturbation theory
and u is already first order, we will neglect the normal-
izing prefactor in the following.
A. Unbiased velocity ansatz
The first, much simpler approach is to assume that the
velocities of peaks are locally and statistically unbiased.
The absence of a local velocity bias is motivated by the fact
that local processes such as gravitational collapse of small-
scale overdensities should not induce any relative velocity
with respect to the large-scale flow of matter. In Gaussian
N-body simulations, this ansatz has been shown to hold
well on large scales, and one would not expect that mildly
non-Gaussian initial conditions will change this.
On the other hand, as shown in [11,12], density peaks
have a statistical, scale-dependent velocity bias when the
peak constraint is employed. Here, statistical means that
each halo still moves with the dark matter locally (no local
velocity bias), but a velocity bias still comes about from the
fact that peaks in the density field are in special locations.
This velocity bias from the peak constraint scales as k2, and
wewill neglect it here for simplicity since we are interested
in large scales. However, it is not apparent whether a non-
Gaussianity of the density field on large scales can also
source such a statistical velocity bias. We defer this ques-
tion to Sec. III B, and assume in this section that there is no
such bias.
Using the ansatz of unbiased velocities, it is easily
possible to derive the first few moments of the velocity
difference distribution. For this, we expand the peak den-
sity to second order (in Lagrangian space):
pkðxÞ ¼ bLRðxÞ þ 12bL;22RðxÞ; (22)
where the second order bias parameter is bL;2 ¼ b2L in the
high-peak (high-significance) limit we work in (see below
for the general result). For the sake of clarity, we will omit
the subscript R for the smoothed fields, and let i ¼ RðxiÞ
and similarly for u for the remainder of this section.
By assumption, upk ¼ u, and we have for the relative
velocity (Eq. (21), to first order in the correlations):
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huipkðrÞ ¼ h½1þ bL1 þ 12bL;221½1þ bL2 þ 12bL;222r^
 ½u2  u1i
¼ 2bLuR ðrÞ þ 2b2LuR ðx1;x2;x2Þ
þ bL;2uR ðx1;x1;x2Þ
¼ 2bLuR ðrÞ  2b2LuR ðrÞ þ b2LuR ðrÞ: (23)
Here we have used Eq. (16) to express the various three-
point correlations in a uniform way. Note that when reor-
dering the arguments of the three-point function in order to
bring them into the form of Eq. (16), this can entail a
change of sign when swapping x1 $ x2 for terms odd in
u (due to the projection onto r^).
We see that while we recover the standard expression in
the Gaussian case (obtained by setting all three-point
functions to zero; see e.g., [11]), there are several three-
point terms contributing to the mean relative velocity. Note
however that huipk is nonzero only for biased tracers
bL  0 even in the presence of non-Gaussianity.
Next, the dispersion of velocity differences is given by
hu2ipkðrÞ ¼ h½1þ bL1½1þ bL2ðr^  ½u2  u1Þ2i
¼ 22u þ 2uuR ðrÞ þ 2bLh1ðr^  ½u2  u1Þ2i
¼ 22u þ 2uuR ðrÞ
þ 2bL½uuR ð0Þ þ uuR ðrÞ  2uuR ðrÞ: (24)
Again, we recover the standard expression in the Gaussian
case, with several additional three-point contributions.
These contributions vanish however for an unbiased tracer
(bL ¼ 0).
It is straightforward to generalize huipk and hu2ipk to
the case when two different tracers with arbitrary linear
and quadratic bias parameters are considered. The first two
moments of the relative velocity distribution between dif-
ferent tracers are then given by
huipkðrÞ ¼ ðb1a þ b1bÞuR ðrÞ  2b1ab1buR ðrÞ
þ 12ðb2a þ b2bÞuR ðrÞ: (25)
hu2ipkðrÞ ¼ 22u þ 2uuR ðrÞ þ ðb1a þ b1bÞ
 ½uuR ð0Þ þ uuR ðrÞ  2uuR ðrÞ: (26)
Here, b1a, b1b denote the linear (Lagrangian or Eulerian)
bias parameters for the two tracers, while b2a, b2b denote
the corresponding quadratic biases [Eq. (2)].
Finally, there is also a third moment of u, resulting in a
skewed velocity difference distribution as already noticed
by [10]. It is given by
hu3ipkðrÞ ¼ h½1þ bL1½1þ bL2ðr^  ½u2  u1Þ3i
¼ h½r^  ðu2  u1Þ3i ¼ 6uuuR ðrÞ; (27)
where for the second equality we have again assumed the
absence of any four- and higher-point terms. The third
moment of velocities is obviously absent in the Gaussian
case, but for non-Gaussian initial conditions it is nonzero
even for unbiased tracers (e.g., matter itself). In the next
section we outline the second derivation of these results
(more details can be found in Appendix B).
B. Derivation in statistical field theory
The assumption that peak velocities are still statistically
unbiased in the presence of large-scale non-Gaussianity
seems natural. On the other hand, identifying peaks in the
density field is a nonlinear process, and thus it is desirable
to have a proof for this assumption. Our second derivation
of the distribution of relative velocities provides such a
proof without making any assumptions apart from the
large-scale limit (i.e., small correlations), and local biasing
in the physical, non-Gaussian density field.
In accordance with local biasing (see e.g., [3,13]), we
associate peaks with positions where the smoothed density
field R is larger than a threshold R (hence, for  ¼ 3
we are selecting 3 peaks of the smoothed density field).
The average number density of such peaks is then given by
npk ¼ h½RðxÞ  Ri; (28)
where is the Heaviside function, and hi here denotes the
ensemble average. Similarly, the correlation function of
peaks is given by (using the same shorthand notation as
above)
pkðrÞ ¼ h½1  R½2  Ri
n2pk
 1: (29)
We are interested in the pairwise velocity of peaks along
the separation r. We can write the pair-weighted probabil-
ity distribution for the two velocities ur1, ur2 as
P ð ur1; ur2;x1;x2Þ ¼ n2pk  hDðr^  u1  ur1Þ
 Dðr^  u2  ur2Þ½1  R
½2  Ri: (30)
Here, D denotes the Dirac  function. Note that by
construction, the peak correlation function Eq. (29) is
recovered through
1þ pkðrÞ ¼
Z
d ur1
Z
d ur2P ð ur2; ur2;x1;x2Þ: (31)
Using Eq. (30), the volume-weighted distribution P u of
the pairwise peak velocity u  ur2  ur1 at a given sepa-
ration is obtained as [see also Eq. (21)]
P uðu;x1;x2Þ ¼ 11þ pkðrÞ
Z
d ur1P ð ur1; uþ ur1;x1;x2Þ:
(32)
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We now write the ensemble average of any functional
F ½u of the velocity field as a functional integral over all
possible realizations of the (linear) velocity field uðxÞ:
hF ½ui ¼
Z
D½uðxÞP ½uF ½u (33)
Here, D½u is the functional measure, and P ½u is the
probability distribution of the continuous velocity field. We
make use of a result of statistical field theory (see e.g., [13–
15] for related applications), expressing the partition func-
tion Z½J in terms of higher-order (connected) correlation
functions:
Z½J ¼
Z
D½uðxÞP ½u exp

i
Z
d3xJðxÞ  uðxÞ

; (34)
¼ exp
X1
n¼2
in
n!
Z
d3x1 . . .
Z
d3xn
ðnÞ
i1...in
ðx1; . . .xnÞ
 Ji1ðx1Þ . . . JinðxnÞ

: (35)
Here,
ðnÞi1...inðx1; . . .xnÞ ¼ hui1ðx1Þ . . .uinðxnÞicon (36)
is the connected n-point correlation function of the un-
smoothed velocity field. We can now use R ¼ ruR
together with Eq. (34) to obtain the velocity probability
distribution of peaks defined in Eq. (30), in close analogy
to the derivation for density correlations presented in [13].
This calculation is detailed in Appendix B.
We only keep terms linear in the correlations, an ap-
proximation valid on large scales. Once we have the ex-
pression for P u [Eq. (32)], it is straightforward to obtain
the moments of the relative peak velocity u via
hunipkðrÞ ¼
Z
duunP uðu; rÞ: (37)
Note that the central and noncentral moments agree to first
order in the correlations (since huipk is already first
order). We then obtain (Appendix B):
huipk ¼ 2bLuR ðrÞ þ b2L½uR ðrÞ  2uR ðrÞ; (38)
hu2ipk ¼ 2½2u þ uuR ðrÞ þ bLuuR ð0Þ þ bLuuR ðrÞ
 2bLuuR ðrÞ; (39)
hu3ipk ¼ 6uuuR ðrÞ; (40)
hu4ipk  3hu2i2pk ¼ 0: (41)
These moments agree with those derived in Sec. III A. Note
that there is no connected fourth moment (kurtosis) at this
order, since we have assumed no primordial trispectrum.
The fact that the moments of the peak velocity distribution
agree with those derived in Sec. III A shows that no large-
scale statistical velocity bias of peaks is induced by non-
Gaussianity.
IV. DISTRIBUTION OF RELATIVE VELOCITIES
Figure 1 shows the moments of u in the Gaussian and
non-Gaussian case as function of the separation r. Here, we
have assumed local non-Gaussianity with fNL ¼ 100, and
halos with 1013M=h at z ¼ 0, corresponding to a smooth-
ing scale of R ¼ 3:1 Mpc=h and a Lagrangian bias of
bL ¼ 0:88.
The mean streaming velocity of halos huipk is always
negative, since overdense regions have a net infall velocity.
It is clearly enhanced on large scales by non-Gaussianity.
This is mainly due to the term b2L
u
R , which corresponds
to the density-weighted analog of uR and is negative for
positive fNL, i.e. for a positively skewed density field. The
cause of this is the same as that which leads to a strong
enhancement of the halo correlation function on large
scales in the presence of local non-Gaussianity: in this
FIG. 1 (color online). Moments of the relative velocity distri-
bution P u as function of the separation r. The thick lines show
the moments for a cosmology with primordial non-Gaussianity
of the local type (fNL ¼ 100), while the thin dotted lines show
those for vanishing non-Gaussianity. We have separated the
variance into a scale-independent part hu2i0 and a scale-
dependent part (see text). In all cases we assumed halos with
M ¼ 1013M=h at z ¼ 0 (smoothing scale R  3:1 Mpc=h,
bL ¼ 0:88).
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model, long-wavelength modes of the potential are coupled
to short wavelength modes of the density field, leading to a
strong scale-dependent increase in the large-scale correla-
tions of halos.
On the other hand, the effect on the variance hu2ipk is
very small. In Fig. 1, we have split the variance into a scale-
dependent and scale-independent part, and denoted the
latter by hu2i0. The scale-independent standard deviation
of u is 7:9 Mpc=h for the adopted smoothing scale and
fNL ¼ 100, while it is 8:1 Mpc=h in the Gaussian case, a
difference of only 3%. Thus, the effect of non-Gaussianity
on the scale-independent as well as scale-dependent part
(Fig. 1) of the variance is small. Note that the non-Gaussian
terms in the variance are proportional to the bias bL.
Finally, the third moment of u is significant. The skew-
ness, defined as hu3ipk=hu2i3=2pk , is between 0.1 and 0.2 on
a wide range of scales. The skewness which quantifies how
strongly non-Gaussian the velocity distribution is, depends
only weakly on the halo mass, through the smoothing scale
R, and redshift. Since hu2ipk slowly declines with increas-
ing smoothing scale while hu3ipk is essentially indepen-
dent of R, the skewness is slightly larger for higher mass
halos, e.g. 10% higher for 1014M=h halos compared to
1013M=h. Note that for typical choices of the smoothing
scale, there will be a significant nonlinear correction to the
variance hu2ipk.
Further, it is important to note that the skewness is
nonzero for other bispectrum shapes as well. For example,
a bispectrum of the equilateral type (see Appendix A),
again with fNL ¼ 100, yields a skewness of about 0.06 at
r ¼ 100 Mpc=h, only a factor of 3 smaller than the skew-
ness obtained in the local model. On the other hand, the
power spectrum of halos only receives a scale-independent
correction in the equilateral model ([16], Sec. V). Thus, the
distribution of relative velocities could be an interesting
avenue to test especially those models of non-Gaussianity
which can only be weakly constrained from the clustering
of halos.
Generally, the skewness is positive for positive uuuR ðrÞ,
which is usually the case when R is positive (i.e., for
positive fNL). At first this might seem counterintuitive,
since for a positively skewed density field there are more
overdense than underdense regions. Hence, one expects
that velocities projected on r^ are preferentially ‘‘inward,’’
i.e., negative. However, this is only true for density-
weighted velocity correlations, such as uR which is in-
deed negative. uuuR ¼ hu21ru2ri on the other hand is a
velocity-weighted velocity correlation. uuuR > 0 thus
means that high-velocity regions on average move apart
(while there is no such net motion in the Gaussian case).
High-velocity regions correspond to infall regions of over-
densities, so uuuR corresponds to enhanced infall motions.
This is not unexpected for a density field with more high-
density regions. Of course, the converse holds for a nega-
tively skewed density field (fNL < 0).
It is also interesting to look at the full distribution of
P uðuÞ. Since by assumption the fourth and higher ve-
locity moments are small (and in fact all moments other
than the variance are small on large scales), we can employ
the Edgeworth expansion (e.g., [15,17]):
P uðu;x1;x2Þ ¼

1þ huipk
22u
uþ hu
2ipk
82u

u2
2u
 2

þ hu
3ipk
123u
u
4u

u2
2u
 6

1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
42u
p
 exp

 u
2
42u

: (42)
We also arrive at this expression directly using the statis-
tical approach of Appendix B. The distribution of the
relative velocity u at a separation of 100 Mpc=h is shown
in Fig. 2 in the Gaussian and non-Gaussian case, for the
same halos and local fNL ¼ 100 as in Fig. 1. The effect of
non-Gaussianity is clearly visible as skewing the distribu-
tion towards positive velocities, as expected from the posi-
tive third moment. Correspondingly, a negative fNL would
lead to a velocity distribution skewed towards negative
relative velocities. Again, these results are only weakly
dependent on halo mass and redshift. Furthermore, the
relative velocity distribution of the same halos in an equi-
lateral model with fNL  300 looks very similar to the
local model result shown in Fig. 2.
FIG. 2 (color online). Distribution of the relative velocity u
for a separation r ¼ 100 Mpc=h in the non-Gaussian (solid) and
Gaussian (dotted) case, for the same parameters and halos as in
Fig. 1. Note that an equilateral model with fNL  300 would
lead to a result very similar to the local model shown.
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Recently, observational studies have found evidence for
larger bulk flow motions than expected in CDM. These
studies have used galaxy peculiar velocity surveys [18], the
kinetic Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect [19], and the estimated
initial relative velocity of the merging halos in the Bullet
cluster [20]. Figure 2 shows that even a moderate primor-
dial non-Gaussianity that is still allowed at the 2 level can
significantly alter the tails of the velocity distribution. Thus
an obvious question is whether the existence of primordial
non-Gaussianity can alleviate the tension between the
reported bulk flow observations and the CDM scenario.
Unfortunately, it is not straightforward to relate our pre-
dictions of linear perturbation theory in the large-scale
limit to these observational results. Thus, we do not at-
tempt any quantitative comparison here.
V. MATTER AND PEAK CORRELATIONS IN
REDSHIFT SPACE
One of the most important observational effects of large-
scale velocities is their impact on correlations of tracers
such as galaxies, clusters, or the Lyman- forest, through
redshift distortions. Positions are measured in redshift
space, whose coordinates s are related to real-space coor-
dinates x by a shift along the line-of-sight direction:
s ¼ xþ fuzz^: (43)
Here, we have chosen the line of sight to be along the z
axis. Throughout, we will work in the flat sky limit. The
statistics of the density field (of matter or peaks) in redshift
space can be determined using the real-space statistics of
the density and velocity fields together with the mapping
Eq. (43).
We start with the normalized distribution P uðu; rÞ.
The correlation function in redshift space s can then be
written as a convolution by the velocity difference distri-
bution P uðu; rÞ as [2,21]
1þ sðsz; s?Þ ¼
Z
du½1þ ðrðuÞÞP uðu; rÞ;
rðuÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2? þ ðsz fuÞ2
q
; (44)
where the factor  ¼ rz=rmultiplies u, the total velocity
along r, to obtain the velocity along the line of sight. This
expression is exact in the flat sky limit. On large scales, the
displacements from real to redshift space are much smaller
than the separation r, and we can expand  as well as P u
around rz ¼ sz. Generalizing expressions given in, e.g.,
[21], we obtain
1þ sðsz; s?Þ ¼
X1
n;m¼0
ðfÞnþm
n!m!
dn
dsnz
ð1þ ðsÞÞ d
m
dsmz
 hunþmiðsÞ; (45)
where now  ¼ sz=s. Further, we keep only those terms
which are first order in large-scale correlations. This gives
sðsz; s?Þ ¼ ðsÞ  fhui0ðsÞ þ f
22
2
hu2i00ðsÞ
 f
33
6
hu3i000ðsÞ þ f
24
2
hu2iðsÞ00ðsÞ
 f
36
6
hu3iðsÞ000ðsÞ; (46)
where primes denote derivatives with respect to sz. The last
two terms are formally second order, however the moments
of the velocity humi can be significant even on large scales
due to small-scale motion. However, we verified that the
last, non-Gaussian term is negligible compared to the other
terms. Since the Gaussian quadratic term is quite small on
large scales as well, we will neglect those two terms in the
following.
We can now Fourier transform Eq. (46) term by term,
noting that every derivative with respect to sz brings down
a power of ikz ¼ ik. Defining the Fourier transform
hguniðkÞ of the nth velocity moment (in the flat sky limit)
via
huniðrÞ ¼
Z d3k
ð2Þ3 e
ikrhguniðkÞ; (47)
we can Fourier transform Eq. (46) to obtain an expression
for the redshift-space power spectrum Psðk;Þ:
Psðk; Þ ¼ PðkÞ  fi2khfuiðkÞ þ f22 ð4k2Þhgu2ðkÞi
 f
3
6
6ðikÞ3hgu3iðkÞ; (48)
where  ¼ kz=k. Note that this expression applies to both
peaks and matter. With the results of Sec. III, it is then
straightforward to write down the redshift-space peak
power spectrum Eq. (48) in the presence of non-
Gaussianities. Again, these results apply to bispectra of
arbitrary shape and scale dependence.
Fourier transforming the u moments given by
Eqs. (23), (24), and (27) is easily done by replacing the
correlations lmnðrÞ with P lmnðkÞ. The full expression of
the large-scale limit then reads
Psðk; Þ ¼ b2LPRðkÞ þ b3LP   f2ik½2bLðikÞ1PRðkÞ
þ b2LðiP uðkÞ  2iP uðkÞÞ
 f
2
2
4k2½2ðikÞ2PRðkÞ  2bLP uuðkÞ
þ 4bLP uuðkÞ  f
3
6
6ðikÞ36i3P uuuðkÞ: (49)
The first line contains the real-space peak power spectrum
including the well-known non-Gaussian contribution ([6],
see Eq. (B30) in Appendix B). Note that in Eulerian space,
b3L is to be replaced by b1b2. Using P
lmu ¼ P lm=k, which
follows from Eq. (19), we get
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Psðk;Þ ¼ b2LPRðkÞ þ 2bLf2PRðkÞ þ f24PRðkÞ
þ b3LP ðkÞ þ f2b2LP ðkÞ
 2f2b2LkP uðkÞ
þ f24bLk2½P uuðkÞ  2P uuðkÞ
þ f36k3P uuuðkÞ: (50)
The terms in the first line constitute the usual Gaussian
power spectrum of biased peaks in redshift space.
Following convention [5–7], we can write the first term
in the second line as a non-Gaussian correction bL to the
Gaussian halo bias (see, e.g., [6]):
bL
bL
¼ 1
2
bL
P ðkÞ
PRðkÞ : (51)
Thus, if we include this non-Gaussian bias and neglect the
terms in the last three lines above, the Kaiser formula
Eq. (1) is still valid in the presence of large-scale non-
Gaussianity:
PKaisers ðk;Þ ¼

1þ f
2
bL þbL

2ðbL þ bLÞ2PRðkÞ:
(52)
However, there are additional terms which we will denote
as PNGs :
PNGs ðk;Þ ¼ 2kP uðkÞ½f2b2L þ f24bL
þ k2P uuðkÞ½f24bL þ f36: (53)
Corrections of order fNL to the Kaiser formula were also
found by [22] for the variance of the density field in
redshift space. Figure 3 shows the remaining terms which
violate the Kaiser formula in the presence of non-
Gaussianity on large scales. Comparing them to the real-
space contribution P , it is clear that these terms are far
subdominant. However, they become increasingly impor-
tant towards smaller scales. Since the linear perturbation
theory used here begins to break down on scales k *
0:05h=Mpc, it will be necessary to extend the perturbative
calculation to higher order or to measure the effect in
N-body simulations. In the adopted cosmology, the non-
linear scale for matter is knl  0:27h=Mpc, where knl is
defined through 2ðknlÞ ¼ k3nlPðknlÞ=22 ¼ 1. Note that
knl will be somewhat smaller for massive halos whose
power spectrum is enhanced by b2.
Figure 4 shows the same results for the equilateral and
folded bispectrum shapes. The overall corrections to the
Gaussian power spectrum are much smaller, since these
bispectrum shapes are suppressed in the squeezed limit.
The relative importance of the additional terms from
Eq. (53) is qualitatively similar to the local case. Note
that for all bispectra, the relative significance of these
terms compared with the real-space contribution P  is
independent of fNL at leading order.
FIG. 3 (color online). The terms of Eq. (53) which contribute
to the redshift-space power spectrum and are not captured by the
Kaiser formula, as function of k. We also show the leading real-
space term P ðkÞ for comparison. All terms are for 1013M=h
halos at z ¼ 0 and local non-Gaussianity with fNL ¼ 100. We
have set  ¼ 1 and divided all terms by the matter power
spectrum. Note that nonlinear corrections to these linear predic-
tions are expected above k 0:05h=Mpc.
FIG. 4 (color online). Same as Fig. 3, but for equilateral (top
panel) and folded (bottom panel) primordial bispectra with
fNL ¼ 100 (see Appendix A).
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As an example illustrating the effect on the redshift-
space power spectrum, Fig. 5 shows Psðk;Þ at k ¼
0:1h=Mpc as function of, when using the Kaiser formula
Eq. (52) and when including all terms. At these small
scales, the difference is clearly noticeable. This is only a
rough illustration however, since in reality nonlinear cor-
rections will contribute significantly at that scale: the non-
linear power spectrum (from HALOFIT [23]) k ¼ 0:1h=Mpc
differs by 5% from the linear PðkÞ. Still, we expect that
the corrections to the Kaiser formula will remain at least at
the percent level for k * 0:1h=Mpc. That would make
them possibly relevant for upcoming spectroscopic surveys
such as BOSS and HETDEX, and certainly for future space
missions such as JDEM and EUCLID, which are expected
to constrain redshift distortions at the sub-percent level
[24,25].
Again, these results do not depend sensitively on halo
mass and redshift: if, for example, we increase the halo
mass, there is a partial cancellation between the larger
smoothing scale and the increased halo bias, leaving the
relative size of the terms in Eq. (53) roughly unchanged.
For z > 0, f increases (asymptoting to 1 at very high
redshifts), but this is compensated by larger biases at fixed
mass.
Finally, we note that the last term in Eq. (53), which
comes from the skewness of the velocity distribution, also
contributes to the redshift-space power spectrum of an
unbiased tracer, for example, matter itself (see also [22]).
This is in contrast to the linear matter power spectrum in
real space, which only receives a much smaller four-point
correction of order f2NL.
The reasons that the additional terms are so much
smaller are first, that the dominant effect on the mean
streaming of halos is taken into account by the mixed
density-velocity part of the Kaiser formula (when includ-
ing the scale-dependent bias correction); and second, that
the third moment of u, though significantly changing the
distribution of u, only affects the correlation function via
three derivatives [Eq. (46)], or three powers of k in the case
of the power spectrum. This strongly suppresses its con-
tribution on large scales. Note that this is specific to the
power spectrum, and a larger effect of uuuR is expected,
e.g., for the bispectrum in redshift space.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have studied the large-scale motions of
peaks in the density field in the presence of primordial non-
Gaussianity. In the high-peak regime we are interested in,
peaks can be identified with dark matter halos and visible
structures such as galaxies and clusters. We have derived
the statistics of the relative velocity of halo pairs in two
different approaches based on a local biasing scheme. Note
that the bias is local in the physical, non-Gaussian density
field. The first, simpler and more accessible approach
assumes that on large scales, halo velocities follow those
of the total matter. Given linear and quadratic bias parame-
ters, it is then straightforward to calculate the moments of
the relative velocity distribution. In the second approach
(see Appendix B), no assumptions are made apart from
local biasing and the large-scale, small-correlation limit.
Both approaches agree, showing that the assumption of
statistically unbiased halo velocities is consistent on large
scales even in the presence of non-Gaussianity.
Interestingly, the presence of nonzero three-point corre-
lations on large scales leads to significant changes in the
velocity distribution of halos, and matter itself. For a
positive fNL, the mean streaming velocity is significantly
enhanced on large scales, and a nonzero third moment
leads to a positive skewness of the velocity difference
distribution. In the local model, the skewness
hu3ipk=hu2i3=2pk is of order ð0:1–0:2Þ  ðfNL=100Þ on a
wide range of scales. Even in the equilateral model, which
has little effect on the halo power spectrum, the skewness
still reaches 0.06 for the same fNL. This suggests that the
velocity difference distribution can serve as an interesting
probe of non-Gaussianity (as already pointed out by [10]).
Furthermore, these findings could be of relevance to
recent observational reports of significantly higher veloc-
ities than expected in the CDM (or more generally,
General Relativityþ Dark Energy) scenario [18–20]. In
order to evaluate this quantitatively however, one has to
FIG. 5 (color online). Ratio of the redshift-space power spec-
trum with primordial non-Gaussianity (fNL ¼ 100) to that with
Gaussian initial conditions as function of  at k ¼ 0:1h=Mpc.
Again, results are shown for 1013M=h halos at z ¼ 0. Shown is
the actual ratio including all terms (Eqs. (52) and (53)), and the
ratio one obtains from the Kaiser formula (Eq. (52) only). Note
that this is mainly illustrative, since we are showing linear
predictions at a scale already in the quasilinear regime (nonlinear
correction from HALOFIT 5%).
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take into account nonlinear corrections, via perturbation
theory and/or simulations.
Our second result is an expression for the redshift-space
power spectrum of halos (or matter) in the presence of non-
Gaussianity. The well-known Kaiser formula relating real-
and redshift-space power spectra, extended by the scale-
dependent halo bias (see, e.g., [4]), receives non-Gaussian
corrections which become relevant on small scales. Note
that through these corrections, the redshift-space power
spectrum measured at a given scale as function of line-
of-sight angle in principle allows for a direct measurement
of non-Gaussianity from a given tracer population, without
any reference to the underlying matter power spectrum (in
the Kaiser formula at a fixed scale, the non-Gaussian
effects are perfectly degenerate with the galaxy bias).
Furthermore, the redshift-space power spectrum of matter
itself receives corrections of order fNL from non-
Gaussianity, which are not present in real space.
The non-Gaussian corrections to the Kaiser formula lead
to the interesting question of whether there are degener-
acies of the effects of non-Gaussianity with other parame-
ters measured from redshift-space distortions, such as dark
energy parameters or consistency tests of general relativity
[26,27]. The severity of the degeneracies will depend on
the level of allowed non-Gaussianity. While the local
model is likely to be constrained tightly in the near future,
other models such as the equilateral model are much less
constrained, but can still be lead to noticeable effects in
redshift space (Fig. 4).
Finally, we expect that non-Gaussian effects on halo
velocities will have an even larger impact on the bispec-
trum of halos in redshift space. Again, these questions
deserve more study via higher-order perturbation theory
as well as N-body simulations.
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APPENDIX A: MATTER BISPECTRA FROM
PRIMORDIAL NON-GAUSSIANITY
Primordial non-Gaussianity is most easily characterized
by the bispectrum of the primordial curvature perturba-
tions. Different shapes, i.e., configuration dependences,
have been proposed in the literature. Since we work in
the subhorizon regime at late times, we phrase non-
Gaussianity in terms of the potential  at early times,
which can be directly related to the primordial perturba-
tions. The bispectrum B at a fixed redshift is defined by
hðk1Þðk2Þðk3Þi ¼ ð2Þ3Dðk1 þ k2 þ k3Þ
 Bðk1; k2; k3Þ: (A1)
Throughout, we take B to be defined at last scattering
(‘‘CMB convention’’, z	  1100). The bispectrum corre-
sponding to local non-Gaussianity of the type Eq. (3) is
Bloc ðk1; k2; k3Þ ¼ 2fNLðPðk1ÞPðk2Þ þ 2 permÞ; (A2)
where P is the power spectrum of  at z	. The bispectra
corresponding to equilateral and (en)folded types are given
by
B
eql
 ¼ 6fNL½P1P2  2 perm 2ðP1P2P3Þ2=3
þ P1=31 P2=32 P3 þ 5 perm; (A3)
Bfol ¼ 6fNL½P1P2 þ 2 permþ 3ðP1P2P3Þ2=3
 P1=31 P2=32 P3  5 perm: (A4)
In order to convert this to the matter bispectrum smoothed
with the window functionWR, we use the Poisson equation
(again, valid on subhorizon scales):
Rðk; zÞ ¼ 23
k2
ð1þ zÞH20m
TðkÞg	ðzÞ ~WRðkÞðk; z	Þ
MRðk; zÞðk; z	Þ; (A5)
where TðkÞ is the matter transfer function, and g	ðzÞ /
ð1þ zÞDðzÞ is the potential growth factor normalized to
unity at last scattering. Then, power spectra and bispectra
are related by
PRðk; zÞ ¼M2Rðk; zÞPðkÞ; (A6)
BRðk1; k2; k3; zÞ ¼MRðk1; zÞMRðk2; zÞMRðk3; zÞ
 Bðk1; k2; k3Þ: (A7)
APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF THE VELOCITY
DIFFERENCE DISTRIBUTION
In this appendix we present some details on the deriva-
tion of the relative velocity distribution for peaks, starting
from Eq. (30). Expressing the Dirac and Heaviside func-
tions in terms of their Fourier transforms, using R ¼
ruR, and using Eq. (34) as well as partial integration,
we can write the velocity probability distribution of peaks
as
P ð ur1; ur2;x1;x2Þ ¼
Z
R
d1
Z
R
d2
Y4
r¼1
Z d	r
2

 expðir	rÞZ½J; (B1)
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JiðxÞ ¼ 	1@iWRðjx x1jÞ þ	2@iWRðjx x2jÞ; (B2)
þ	3WRðjx x1jÞr^i þ	4WRðjx x2jÞr^i: (B3)
Here, we have defined 3  ur1, 4  ur2 in order to
allow for more compact notation, and used the Einstein
summing convention. In the following we adopt the nota-
tion of [13]. The current J is chosen to pick out the
smoothed density field at x1 and x2 (via the 	1, 	2 terms),
and the smoothed velocity field value at x1 and x2 (via the
	3, 	4 terms). One can then use Eq. (35) to convert this
into an exponential of a sum over smoothed mixed density
and velocity correlations. Extracting the terms proportional
to 	2r , r ¼ 1 . . . 4, which correspond to the variance of the
smoothed density and velocity fields, leaves the	 integrals
as Fourier transforms of Gauss exponentials. We obtain
P ð ur1; ur2;x1;x2Þ ¼ 1ð2Þ22u
Z
R
d1
Z
R
d2 exp

1
2
X4
ij
wð2ÞR;ij
@2
@i@j
þX1
n¼3
ð1Þn
n!
X4
½in
wðnÞR;i1...in
@n
@i1 . . . @in

 exp

 1
2
r
r

: (B4)
Here, we have denoted ordered sequences of integers
i1; . . . ; in, with [in], and the sum runs over all those ordered
sequences with each index running from 1 to 4.
Furthermore, we have defined
wðnÞR;i1...in  nR;i1...in1R;i1 . . .1R;in (B5)
ðnÞR;i1...in 
Yn
j¼1
Z
d3xjW
kj
ðijÞðjxj  rij jÞ

ðnÞk1...knðx1; . . .xnÞ;
(B6)
WkðiÞðxÞ 

@kWRðxÞ; i ¼ 1; 2
r^kWRðxÞ; i ¼ 3; 4 ; (B7)
R;i 

R; i ¼ 1; 2
u; i ¼ 3; 4 : (B8)
This is a formidable array of definitions, which however
allows us to keep the treatment general. In particular, the
extension to higher-order velocity distributions, or mixed
peak density and velocity distributions is straightforward.
The reduced correlation functions wðnÞR;i1...in determine the
strength of correlations between the different variables
(density and velocity at x1, x2).
In evaluating the derivatives with respect to j, it is
useful to define the following function:
fmðÞ  ð1Þm
Z
R
d

d
d

m
exp

 1
2
2

; m 
 1;
(B9)
¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2m1
p Hm1ð=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p Þ exp

 1
2
2

; (B10)
where Hm denotes the Hermite polynomials. We then
define the following coefficients:
am  fmðÞ  m1 expð2=2Þ; m 
 1; (B11)
a0 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
=2
p
erfcð= ﬃﬃﬃ2p Þ  1 expð2=2Þ; (B12)
bm  fmþ1ð ur1=uÞ; m 
 0; (B13)
cm  fmþ1ð ur2=uÞ; m 
 0: (B14)
The am (m 
 1) coefficients are related to the bias parame-
ters of the density peaks, as will be shown below. Note that
they differ by factors of ð2Þ1=2 from those defined in [13].
The second approximate equality in Eqs. (B11) and (B12)
is valid in the high-peak limit,  1, which we will
assume throughout. Of course, we do not make this ap-
proximation for the velocities ur1, ur2. The first few veloc-
ity coefficients are
b0 ¼ expð u2r1=22uÞ; (B15)
b1 ¼ ur1u expð u
2
r1=2
2
uÞ; (B16)
b2 ¼

u2r1
2u
 1

expð u2r1=22uÞ; (B17)
and correspondingly for c0, c1, c2.
For the peak correlation functions it is possible, by
careful definition of different sets of integers, to expand
the exponential in Eq. (B4), and reorder the terms into a
sum over powers of ai [13]. In our case, this expression
would become quite cumbersome however due to the
different types of  parameters for peak density and ve-
locity. Such an expression does not appear to be particu-
larly useful. Instead, we make the assumption that the
smoothed correlation functions wðnÞR are much less than
unity, so that only the linear term of the expansion of the
exponential needs to be kept. This will be appropriate, in
particular, in our case since we are interested in large scales
where the correlations are small. It is then straightforward
to perform the integrals. This assumption also means that
the peak density field and its velocity distribution are close
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to Gaussian. Thus, we are perturbing the joint multivariate
Gaussian distribution for the density and velocity fields,
assuming that the non-Gaussianity is small; this will natu-
rally lead us to an Edgeworth expansion of the velocity
distribution. Algebraically, using our definitions above,
each derivative @n=@ni (including n ¼ 0) in Eq. (B4) is
replaced by an, if i ¼ 1, 2, bn if i ¼ 3, and cn if i ¼ 4.
Analogous to (but much simpler than) the above deriva-
tion, one can obtain an expression for the peak density
Eq. (28) in terms of the density n-point functions:
npkðÞ ¼ ð2Þ1=2
Z

dexp
X1
n¼3
ð1Þn
n!
wðnÞR ð0; . . . ;0Þ
@n
@n

 e2=2; (B18)
 ð2Þ1=2ða0 þ 16wð3ÞR ð0; 0; 0Þa3Þ (B19)
 e
2=2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
22
p

1þ 
3
6
ð3ÞR ð0Þ
3R

; (B20)
where for the second equality we have again assumed
small correlations and truncated the series at the three-
point function ð3ÞR . In the third equality, we have further
used the  1 limit.
We can now assemble the velocity distribution
P ð ur1; ur2;x1;x2Þ, collecting all nonvanishing two-point
and three-point terms. First, we order terms in the follow-
ing way:
P ð ur1; ur2;x1;x2Þ ¼

Aþ B ur2  ur1
2u
þ C ur1 ur2
u
þD

ur1
u

u2r2
2u
 1

 ur2
u

u2r1
2u
 1

þ E

u2r1
2u
 1

1
22u
 exp

 u
2
r1 þ u2r2
22u

: (B21)
The coefficients of the different velocity terms are given by
A ¼ 1þ b2LR ðrÞ þ b3L½13R ð0Þ þ R ðx1;x1;x2Þ
 13b3LR ð0Þ; (B22)
B ¼ bL
u
uR ðrÞ þ
b2L
2u
½uR ðx1;x1;x2Þ
þ 2uR ðx1;x2;x2Þ; (B23)
C ¼ 
uu
R ðrÞ
2u
þ 2bL
2u
uuR ðx1;x1;x2Þ; (B24)
D ¼  1
23u
uuuR ðx1;x1;x2Þ; (B25)
E ¼ bL
2u
½uuR ð0Þ þ uuR ðx1;x2;x2Þ: (B26)
Here, we have defined the first order Lagrangian bias bL 
=R. The last term for A comes from the normalization by
the number of peaks, Eq. (B20). We can now evaluate
Eq. (31) to obtain the peak correlation function (in real
space),
1þ pkðrÞ ¼ b2LR ðrÞ þ b3LR ðrÞ; (B27)
recovering the well-known expression from, e.g., [6].
Correspondingly, the real-space peak power spectrum
reads
PpkðkÞ ¼ b2LPRðkÞ þ b3LP ðkÞ: (B28)
In order to obtain the matter-weighted velocities, we have
to divide by (1þ pk) [Eq. (32)]. This yields
A0 ¼ A b2LR ðrÞ  b3LR ðx1;x1;x2Þ ¼ 1: (B29)
In this way, P u is properly normalized to second order in
the correlations. Performing the integral in Eq. (32) term
by term, we obtain
P uðu;x1;x2Þ ¼

1þ Bu
u
þ ðE CÞ 1
4

u2
2u
 2

þD u
4u

u2
2u
 6

1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
42u
p
 exp

 u
2
42u

: (B30)
Clearly, this expansion is equivalent to the Edgeworth
expansion [Eq. (42)], and the coefficients B through E
are easily related to the moments of u. Using Eq. (16)
again to express the various three-point correlations, we
have
huipk ¼ 2Bu ¼ 2bLuR ðrÞ þ b2L½uR ðrÞ  2uR ðrÞ;
(B31)
hu2ipk ¼ 2ð1þ E CÞ2u
¼ 2½2u þ uuR ðrÞ þ bLuuR ð0Þ þ bLuuR ðrÞ
 2bLuuR ðrÞ; (B32)
hu3ipk ¼ 12D3u ¼ 6uuuR ðrÞ; (B33)
hu4ipk  3hu2i2pk ¼ 0: (B34)
These moments agree precisely with those derived in
Sec. III A.
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